
COMPETETIVE PORTER FIVE FORCES

Porter's Five Forces is a model that identifies and analyzes five competitive forces that shape every industry, and helps
determine an industry's.

How strictly is your market regulated? If the five forces are intense e. Additional modeling tools are likely to
help round out your understanding of your business and its potential. For example, if you supply a unique
software product that automates an important process, people may substitute it by doing the process manually
or by outsourcing it. In their model, complementors sell products and services that are best used in conjunction
with a product or service from a competitor. An assessment of how easy it is for buyers to drive prices down.
Potential of New Entrants Into an Industry A company's power is also affected by the force of new entrants
into its market. These questions help determine the leverage your clients have to dictate cost. She began
freelancing in and became a contributing writer for Business News Daily in  Analyzing these elements can be
used to guide business strategy to increase competitive advantage. A Five Forces analysis can help companies
assess industry attractiveness, how trends will affect industry competition, which industries a company should
compete inâ€”and how companies can position themselves for success. When more organizations compete for
the same market share, profits start to fall. Adapted with permission from Harvard Business Review. How
difficult would it be to make the switch? Finding This Article Useful? What will it cost one of your customers
to switch to a competitor? Under Armour's products are produced by dozens of manufacturers based in
multiple countries. If the forces of competition are as described above, then the industry is unattractive and
there is limited profit potential. Have you protected your key technologies? If competitors can enter your
market with little money and effort, you will need to adapt your strategy to handle any potential rivals. If there
are well established companies in the industry operating in other geographic regions, for example, the threat of
entry rises. The threat of new entrants is low. Nike and Adidas, which have considerably larger resources at
their disposal, are making a play within the performance apparel market to gain market share in this
up-and-coming product category. Martyn Richard Jones, while consulting at Groupe Bull , developed an
augmented five forces model in Scotland in  The results may be conflicting and the interpretation depends on
the particular business and the particular industry. It is based on Porter's Framework and includes Government
national and regional as well as pressure groups as the notional 6th force. Differentiation To implement this
strategy, make the company's products significantly different from the competition, improving their
competitiveness and value to the public. A firm which competes in a single industry should develop, at a
minimum, one five forces analysis for its industry.


